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downhill downriver downtown

bollwerk-andreaboll.com

bollwerk - Andrea Boll
bollwerk lets arise pieces and initiatives which grapple with the
zeitgeist and a changing society and reflect within the artistic practice.
Since 2015 bollwerk explores the potential of site-specific dance. In
nature, in the public space and in buildings Andrea Boll, along with
fellow artists and companions, conceives and opens up new dance
traces and designs a dance idiom that receives the environment,
opposes it, reflects it, complements and enriches it. Interpretation
patterns are revealed and changed by dance statements.
bollwerk-andreaboll.com
FB: @andreabollbollwerk
info & bookings:
Nicole Friedman / tanztotal: info@tanztotal.ch / Tel. +41 76 439 70 50
info@bollwerk-andreaboll.com / Tel. +41 76 772 29 12
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downhill downriver downtown
site specific - dance tours through cities & nature
With a proactive public that moves along, these tours lead over hills, into rivers and lakes, over bridges and squares,
through buildings and streets. Throughout this walks we test locomotion strategies and instincts and make them
tangible. By making the path to the destination, we expose and explore the ‘condition humaine’. The tour
participants take the role of both: audience as well as active companion. We guarantee: change of perspective!
With its innovative approach and proposed interactivity, the company encourages an active viewing, a participatory
engagement on the part of the public and embraces and includes the spontaneous, unforeseen (re)actions and
contributions of random pedestrians passing by. downhill, downriver and downtown are conceived as three
independent performance - tours but can also be offered combined with each other as one tour. The company picks
up and includes current issues of the day and contexts and interacts with the environment and each location. The
company offers the tours as well designed for a young audience and families.
Please check the technical rider for possible trace-elements!
concept & choreography: Andrea Boll
with Andrea Boll, Ivan Blagajcevic, Diane Gemsch, Emilia Giudicelli, Chris de Feyter, Berit Jentzsch, Jeanne Lehnherr,
Federica Normanno, Paulien Truijen, Dina Sennhauser, Debi Rusch, Benji Sunarjo and dancers of company Teki Tekua
(changing casts min. 3 , max. 10 dancers)
artistic advice: Frank Kauffmann, Moos van den Broek
video & photo: Peter Kadar
photo: Piero Weber
bollwerkproduction / coproduction: Festival Zürich tanzt
Teaser downhill downriver downtown: https://vimeo.com/163099068
Trailer downhill downriver downtown: https://vimeo.com/140694836

downtown
downtown - tour through public spaces, industrial areas, architectural spaces
(60-90 Min. / 3 - 3.5 km)
In the downtown-tour the dancers change brusquely from a prehistoric tribe to obsessivecompulsive city - neurotics and vice versa. This flying changes expose the human condition and
stimulates to newly experience and question the habits of locomotion and the state of being in the
urban environment:
How does our perception affect our inner and outer world? When and why do we react, act, look
the other way, run away, attack, pass by, stop, move on? Together with the dancers and in constant
locomotion the audience takes the asphalt under the feet, choses view points, makes path-breaking
decisions and conquers unconditionally the public space.
downtown (cast of 8 dancers): https://youtu.be/9yCCq2zwuUk
downtown (cast of 6 dancers): https://youtu.be/dragA5OEL-I
downtown (cast of 5 dancers): https://vimeo.com/144412388 / password: town01
downtown with a tour guide providing local and historical information (cast of 3 dancers):
https://vimeo.com/128433060 password: bollwerk
(The video’s do not always contain the entire tour uncut. Some walking distance between one and another location is cut out since it is
hard to film in crowed places and some pedestrians who cross the tour and watch for a while are irritated by the camera / do not want to
be filmed)
Please check the technical rider for possible trace-elements! The company can define the start and ending points of the trace and the
included locations in collaboration with the organiser / festival or upon their own research in the town / on the location were the tour is
taking place.

downhill
downhill - tour over hills / in steep streets / in the mountains / on a gras field
(60-90 Min. can be combined with the downtown-tour if there are hills or parks in the city swell as with
downriver-tour if there is a river or lake close by a hill / mountain)
The downhill - tour leads over hills and / or through steep streets and shows different versions and
interpretations of relationships between people. The dancers climb up on the hill and fall, again and again.
They can be associated with friends, lovers, siblings or parents and their daughters or sons; They all fall
down, rise again, climb up again, and fall once more. They push, pull, and drag each other. Extreme
physicality manifests itself through the nature of the terrain and the fact that they never give up. They
support and carry each other, confront each other in a conflicting two-fight. They fall again and they rise
again and again. "
"We must imagine Sisyphus as a happy person." Albert Camus
downhill - the movie celebrates its premiere in Dance on Screen 2018 – Cinedans Festival Amsterdam
the film can be watched online on request: info@bollwerk-andreaboll.com / Tel. +41 76 772 29 12
Choreographer Andrea Boll created the film downhill in collaboration with Steadicam operator/editor
Peter Kadar and Steadicam expert Chris Fawcett, entirely on smartphones. These cameras are always at
hand which allows to produce with a certain flexibility. Most importantly however, a smartphone camera can
be the perfect equipment for challenging terrain like the steep mountains of the Alps.
The workshop ‘the mobile camera’ can be combined with a presentation of the movie downhill.
Choreography of the camera: Where does the camera take over from the dancer and how do you create a
dynamic film? A hands on workshop for practised as well as curious creators.
Please check the technical rider for possible trace-elements! The company can define the start and ending points of the trace and the included locations in
collaboration with the organiser / festival or upon their own research in the town / on the location were the tour is taking place.

downriver
downriver - tour in a river and along the riverside.
(90 Min. The water should be thigh till hip level. If the water is cold the
company works with wet suits)
In the downriver - tour the dancers walk in the water fighting against the
stream and conquer sensibly, dynamically the river. The audience meets them
at once coming out of the water, looking for refuge at the riverside and at other
times as overnight party- birds lying on the shore. Outside the water they walk
stony paths, climb trees and try the impossible. Constantly seeking for the
ultimate, fleeting spot between freedom and affiliation.
downriver exposes the state of being of people on the move, people without
homes. Urban behaviour is decontextualised, survival mechanisms and
locomotion strategies reveal interpretive patterns.
downriver (cast of 5 dancers): https://vimeo.com/145204785 I password: river01
Please check the technical rider for possible trace-elements! The company can define the start and ending points of the trace and the
included locations in collaboration with the organiser / festival or upon their own research in the town / on the location were the tour
is taking place.

downhill downriver downtown

technical rider

The track of the tour should contain at least 3, preferable 5 of the following locations:
‣ river or lake with clean water with a part of min. 15 m were the water is not higher than hip level. In case of cold water the
company works with wet suits
‣ parking place / parking area
‣ bridge or underpass
‣ steep street (pedestrian) or long street with large border gate
‣ square (f.e. in front of city hall, church, theatre, shopping area)
‣ hill(s) with grass or large gras filed (park, football field, garden) or other soft underground like sand (dune, beach), spot
in the forest, play ground
‣ building were you can move through (exit is a different one then the entrance)
‣ large entrance hall
‣ shopping mall
‣ special buildings or area around special buildings (f.e. industrial area, historical sites)
‣ special spots (f.e. historical monument, statue, private ground)
distance: 2.5 - 3 km or less
The company and the organiser should agree on the track beforehand. Suggestions and wishes on the side of the
organiser are welcome!
music equipment:
ue megaboom - amplifier and smartphone (brought by the company and carried in a backpack / waterproof bag)
The necessary permissions according to local rules to perform in public space! The volume of the music is kept on a
reasonable volume, music can also be played on a smartphone without amplification or be left out if it causes unsolvable
difficulties with authorities. It is also possible to work with a musician. The festival / organiser is responsible for permissions
if they apply. The company cannot be held responsible.
props:
waterproof bags (brought by the company), wet suits (if the track contains a river or lake and the weather / water is cold).
The company provides wet suits and boots for her dancers. If the track includes rivers or lakes: the company wishes to
have a warm room for the dancers, were dry clothes, towels and shoes can be stored safely in order to get dry in between
and / or after the tours are performed. Alternatives can be discussed.
For any questions, please contact: info@bollwerk-andreaboll.com / Tel. +41 76 772 29 12

downhill downriver downtown - press quotes / audience
downriver
…Interessantere Bewegungsfolgen machten die Tour zum Ereignis….Mit ausladenden Bewegungen kämpfte eine Frau gegen die
trotz geringem Wasserstand recht starke Strömung der Limmat, vermittelte Eindrücke von Notfallsituationen und der Lust an der
eigenen Kraft. Zwischen den groben Aktionen zeigte die Tänzerin im kontrollierten, skulpturalen Stillstand oder in kleinen,
wellenförmig gestalteten Handbewegungen eine Einheit mit dem Element….
Der Landbote 31. Aug. 2015, Ursula Pellaton
downtown
Es hatte etwas von einem Musical, als auf dem Parkplatz bei der Ringstrasse in Schlieren die fünf Tanzkünstler wie aus dem Nichts
loslegten – als würde hier eine neue, zweite Realität entstehen. Boll und ihre Tänzer – für die Performance in lila Leggins klar zu
erkennen, boten rund um die geparkten Autos eine geschmeidige, bisweilen auch wilde Vorstellung, die nicht selten auch eine
gewisse Akrobatik verlangte….Passanten wie Autofahrer reagierten überrascht, wie die Truppe sich tanzend, kriechend oder
hüpfend fortbewegte….
Die Tänzerinnen und Tänzer von «downhill downriver downtown» bezogen die Umgebung in ihre Performance ein. Einige
anwesende Teenager – sonst bestimmt die Coolness in Person – reagierten ungläubig und fasziniert.
….beim Überqueren der Strasse, fiel ein junger Autofahrer auf, der den Tanzenden zurief: «Was macht ihr Schweizer da?!»
Bezeichnend war, dass er minutenlang mit seinem Wagen an der Kreuzung stand und am Ende seine Welt nicht mehr verstand. Von
solchen Kommentaren liess sich Boll nicht beirren und führte das Publikum schliesslich auf das Geistlich-Areal, auf dem die ganze
Bandbreite ihres Könnens nochmals dargeboten wurde. Alle fünf Tänzer benutzten das Fabrikgelände für virtuose Einfälle und
Zwischenspiele, stiegen Leitern hoch oder balancierten auf einer Mauer. In der Halle.li folgte der intime Schlussakt in Bolls
Tanzatelier.
Limmatatler Zeitung 28. Sept. 2015, Daniel Diriwächter
audience feed-back 2017:
"Man fühlt sich wie im Dschungel, dann wieder mitten in der Stadt, zoomt ein und aus. Ein faszinierendes Erlebnis.”
(You feel like in the jungle and the next moment you find yourself in middle of the city. A fascinating experience.)
"Ich bin sofort in jede Szene eingetaucht und die TänzerInnen haben mir mit ihrem Tanz Geschichten erzählt, die mir nahe gehen
und die ich nun weiterspinnen kann. Ich wusste nicht, das das geht mit Tanz."
(I immediately dived into each scene and the dancers told stories with their dance, I didn’t know that this is possible with
dance.)
“Um euch zuzuschauen habe ich jetzt gerne eine Parkbusse riskiert!”
(To stay and watch you, I gladly risked a parking fine!)

downhill downriver downtown
Tourdata (for the current tour list visit here)
2018
05 - 05 downtown in Zürich tanzt Festival
06 - 05 downtown in Zürich tanzt Festival
downhill - the movie (producer: unico film, Zürich, co-producer Cinedans Festival Amsterdam)
premiere in Dance on Screen – Cinedans Festival Amsterdam , EYE Filmmuseum Amsterdam
17 - 03 | 10.30 | zaal 2
18 - 03 | 14.00 | zaal 2
27 - 03 | 18.30 | Kino Riffraff in Zürich, Riffraff 4
2017
05 - 05 2017 downtown Zürich in Zürich tanzt Festival
06 - 05 2017 downtown Zürich in Zürich tanzt Festival
diverse intervention in the city of Zürich during the summer season 2017
2016
20 & 21 - 08 - 2016 17:00 downtown Zürich
18 & 19 - 06 - 2016 downriver - Limmat
16 - 05 - 2016 | 10:00 & 15:00 downtown Züri West, Zürich tanzt 2016
14 - 05 - 2016 | 10:00 & 15:00 downtown - Züri West, Zürich tanzt 2016
2015
26 & 27 - 09 - 2015 downtown - Schlieren
11& 12 & 13 - 09 - 2015 downtown - Zug, Young ID Zug Festival
04 & 05 - 09 - 2015 downhill (on 4 hill in Zurich Altstetten and Schlieren)
30 & 31 - 08 - 2015 downriver - Zürich (at the riverside and in the river Limmat)
09 & 10 - 05 - 2015 downtown - Auf den Spuren der Stadt (incl. tourguide / city and city historical information)
27 - 03 - 2015 showing downhill Material i.R.v. hold the line please in halle.li
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supported by:

